
Men & Women 

“No one quarrels with the observation that men and women are different, in at least a few 

noticeable and important ways.” (Larry Crabb) 

1. Are there real differences between men and women or only perceived differences?  If 

there are real differences, what are they? 

“Women primarily need caring, understanding, respect, devotion, validation, and reassurance . . 

. men primarily need trust, acceptance, appreciation, admiration, approval, and 

encouragement.” (John Gray) 

2. Is it possible that gender distinctiveness runs deeper than physical differences; that 

men and women have different capacities and desires?  If so, what might they be?  

How do they manifest themselves? 

“Gender is a category that will not go away.  As Goffman put it, it is ‘one of  the most deeply 

seated traits of man.’  We create masculinity and femininity in our ways of behaving; all the 

while believing we are simply acting ‘naturally.’  But our sense of what is natural is different for 

women and men.” (Deborah Tannen) 

3. How would you define maleness and femaleness? 

“I am talking about differences here – not about equality and inequality.  Some people confuse 

the two ideas.  I like the way sociologist Alice Rossi put it once.  ‘As far as male and female are 

concerned . . . difference is a biological fact, whereas equality is a political, ethical and social 

concept.  No rule of nature or of social organization says that the sexes have to be the same or 

do the same things in order to be social, political and economic equals.’” (Joyce Brothers) 

4. Can we get along?  If we are to get along, how should we view one another?  Treat 

one another? 
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